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Fairy Tale
2018

marina warner guides us through the rich world of fairy tale from cinderella
and hansel and gretel to snow white and pan s labyrinth exploring pervasive
themes of folklore myth the supernatural imagination and fantasy warner
highlights the impact of the genre on human understanding history and culture

Once Upon a Time
2014

explores classical and modern fairy tales to argue that fairy tales are a
mirror of human understanding and culture

The Fairy Tale
2002

first published in 2003 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company

How Fairy Tales live happily ever after: (Analyzing)
The art of adapting Fairy Tales
2015-02-18

what happened to the classic fairy tale do we still read the old and dusty
tales of wonder to our children or would we rather take them to the cinema the
fairy tale boom has reached hollywood where popular tales are currently
transformed into entertainment movies makers of films and tv series have become
the storytellers of the digital age a transition that frequently leads to
discussions about how these new forms limit or contribute to the further
development and preservation of the traditional fairy tale but what exactly is
a traditional fairy tale the book follows the history of the tale how it has
been changing colors and how it has been adapting and surviving for centuries
the main focus lies on the literary and multi medial analysis of two popular
fairy tales rapunzel and little red riding hood which have not only been
adapted to the screen recently but have been repeatedly altered throughout the
centuries follow the journey of the fairy tale from its most basic form i e
oral storytelling to a written and illustrated commitment that shaped the
general image of fairy tales for forthcoming generations to its newest form the
visualization through new and digital media



Rapunzel – And Other Fair Maidens in Very Tall Towers
(Origins of Fairy Tales from Around the World)
2015-09-24

rapunzel origins of the fairy tale from around the world contains seven
different versions of the rapunzel story it includes an in depth introduction
to the fairy tale genre itself as well as the folkloric provenance of rapunzel
it encompasses petrosinella by giambattista basile rapunzel by the brothers
grimm prunella by andrew lang the legend of saint barbara and the tale of
rúdábeh from the persian epic the shahmaneh what is a fairy tale the origins of
fairy tales from around the world series helps to answer this question by
showcasing the amazing breath and diversity involved in classic fairy tales it
focuses on the unusual phenomenon that the same tales with only minor
variations appear again and again in different cultures across time and
geographical space traditionally told as short stories for children and for
adults too these popular fairy tales will be sure to delight both young and old
beautifully illustrated these story books combine the best story telling with
the best art work in order that the two may be fully appreciated

The Golden Age of Folk and Fairy Tales
2013-03-15

in the late 18th and early 19th centuries attitudes toward history and national
identity fostered a romantic rediscovery of folk and fairy tales this is the
period of the golden age of folk and fairy tales when european folklorists
sought to understand and redefine the present through the common tales of the
past and long neglected stories became recognized as cultural treasures in this
rich collection distinguished expert of fairy tales jack zipes continues his
lifelong exploration of the story telling tradition with a focus on the golden
age included are one hundred eighty two tales many available in english for the
first time grouped into eighteen tale types zipes provides an engaging general
introduction that discusses the folk and fairy tale tradition the impact of the
brothers grimm and the significance of categorizing tales into various types
short introductions to each tale type that discuss its history characteristics
and variants provide readers with important background information also
included are annotations short biographies of folklorists of the period and a
substantial bibliography eighteen original art works by students of the art
department of anglia ruskin university not only illustrate the eighteen tale
types but also provide delightful and sometimes astonishing 21st century
artistic interpretations of them

Hansel and Gretel – And Other Siblings Forsaken in



Forests (Origins of Fairy Tales from Around the
World)
2015-09-24

hansel and gretel origins of the fairy tales from around the world contains
seven different versions of the hansel and gretel story it includes an in depth
introduction to the fairy tale genre itself as well as the folkloric provenance
of the hansel and gretel story it encompasses the tale of nennillo e nennella
by giambattista basile hänsel und gretel by the brothers grimm the russian tale
of baba yaga and joseph jacob s johnnie and grizzle what is a fairy tale the
origins of fairy tales from around the world series helps to answer this
question by showcasing the amazing breath and diversity involved in classic
fairy tales it focuses on the unusual phenomenon that the same tales with only
minor variations appear again and again in different cultures across time and
geographical space traditionally told as short stories for children and for
adults too these popular fairy tales will be sure to delight both young and old
beautifully illustrated these story books combine the best story telling with
the best art work in order that the two may be fully appreciated

The Fairy Tale Book
2010

a collection of tales featuring scary giants and beautiful princesses selected
for their mysterious and magical qualities

Fairy Tales
2019-08-03

do you read bedtime stories for your child don t modern heroes seems too boring
to you try to plunge into the fairy tale world filled with ancient magical
creatures elves fairies mermaids dragons this fairy tale storybook is dedicated
to ancient folktales from around the world many of them are lost but some have
still managed to reach our era we travel together all around the world we sink
into the old tales that speak of magic we still don t fully understand we look
for answers but perhaps more importantly we look for questions for that spirit
that makes us stare in reverent wonder at the world around us our ancestors
told of these magical creatures from generation to generation and it is
surprising how similar their habits are perhaps by reading some of the tales
from another continent you will find that her characters are exactly the same
as in your grandmother s tales who knows and then perhaps you tell this story
to your child and you will pass it on to the next generation and now pretend
you re sitting by a fire listening to a wise wizened storyteller begin to talk
this retelling fairy tales book includes three volumes about elves mermaids
dragons from the series fairy tales from around the world stоrу liѕt the



loneliest place the queen of the huldufolk an onion and a lindworm menana of
the waterfall aminata and the tokoloshe the great master and the rainbow the
paddlers the gifts of the little people short tailed old li for the cause of a
bridge the birch lady two horses and one zmej mami wata the poor boy and
kijimuna y ddraig goch kapsirko and the vodianoi the multitude of bow legged
ones the naga dowry marina of the wave the tale of curupira for a bag of rice
the fiddle player fayiz and the peri wife the cuelebre of pena uruel the spirit
queen aziza and the hunter the seven headed manitou the goodman o wastness the
tale of rowli pugh the dragon princess

The Fairy Tale Book
2010-10-22

we all love the classic fairy tales but just how well do we remember them fairy
tales passed down by word of mouth have captivated and entertained generations
of children and their parents today reading these traditional tales aloud is
still the best way to enjoy them and a great way to spend quality time with
children specially written and beautifully illustrated for this edition the
tales in the fairy tale book remind parents of the details of all the classics
including cinderella thumbelina the little mermaid jack and the beanstalk snow
white the princess and the pea the elves and the shoemaker and many more
favourites

Fairy Tales from Folk Lore
2018-09-10

twelve fairy tales from a great geographic range mostly from across europe with
two from north america and one from japan the tone of this story book is gentle
and familiar but without shying away from the occasionally gruesome details
that make fairytales so enticing for younger readers while many of the tropes
are similar to the fairytales we are all familiar with from the grimm brothers
with lots of events occurring in threes and forgotten younger siblings often
turning out to have the wisdom kindness or bravery their older siblings lack
these are a set of entirely different stories from around the world the
collective imagination of the various fairy tale tellers must have been
limitless to create such a wide range of these magical stories in the first of
these stories the irish story yellow lily the hero is a cocky young prince who
loves to gamble and is saved from a grisly fate by the eponymous yellow lily
yellow lily is a heroine who doesn t mind using her wits to lash the hero when
he needs it rather than a merely a meek story device this story also contains
the great tongue twister yellow lily of loch lein try saying that with your
mouth full each of the other stories are at least as fascinating such as the
scandinavian tale the mysterious prince which starts like beauty and the beast
and ends very differently or the canadian the goddess of light which reads like
a cross between bluebeard and a creation myth princes princesses elves and



giants all abound in these stories and the evil ones are guaranteed to get
their comeuppance

Snow White - And other Examples of Jealousy
Unrewarded (Origins of Fairy Tales from Around the
World)
2015-09-24

snow white and the seven dwarfs origins of the fairy tale from around the world
contains seven different versions of the snow white story it includes an in
depth introduction to the fairy tale genre itself as well as the provenance of
snow white it encompasses schneewittchen by the brothers grimm the young slave
by giambattista basile the malay legend of bidasari the swiss story of the
death of the seven dwarfs and the portuguese narrative of the vain queen what
is a fairy tale the origins of fairy tales from around the world series helps
to answer this question by showcasing the amazing breath and diversity involved
in classic fairy tales it focuses on the unusual phenomenon that the same tales
with only minor variations appear again and again in different cultures across
time and geographical space traditionally told as short stories for children
and for adults too these popular fairy tales will be sure to delight both young
and old beautifully illustrated these story books combine the best story
telling with the best art work in order that the two may be fully appreciated

Classic Fairy Tales
2005

illustrated reetelling of 14 standard fairy tales

Little Red Riding Hood – And Other Girls Who Got Lost
in the Woods (Origins of Fairy Tales from Around the
World)
2015-09-24

little red riding hood origins of the fairy tales from around the world
contains seven different versions of the little red riding hood story detailing
her encounters with the big bad wolf it includes an in depth introduction to
the fairy tale genre as well as the folkloric provenance of the little red
riding hood story itself it encompasses aesop s wolf in sheep s clothing the
chinese tale of the panther le petit chaperon rouge by charles perrault
rotkäppchen by the brothers grimm and andrew lang s the true story of little
golden hood what is a fairy tale the origins of fairy tales from around the
world series helps to answer this question by showcasing the amazing breath and



diversity involved in classic fairy tales it focuses on the unusual phenomenon
that the same tales with only minor variations appear again and again in
different cultures across time and geographical space traditionally told as
short stories for children and for adults too these popular fairy tales will be
sure to delight both young and old beautifully illustrated these story books
combine the best story telling with the best art work in order that the two may
be fully appreciated

Sleeping Beauty - And Other Tales of Slumbering
Princesses (Origins of Fairy Tales from Around the
World)
2015-02-11

sleeping beauty origins of the fairy tale from around the world contains seven
different versions of the sleeping beauty story it includes an in depth
introduction to the fairy tale genre itself as well as the folkloric provenance
of sleeping beauty it includes sun moon and talia by giambattista basile la
belle au bois dormant by charles perrault the tale of briar rose by the
brothers grimm and the ancient egyptian legend of the doomed prince what is a
fairy tale the origins of fairy tales from around the world series helps to
answer this question by showcasing the amazing breath and diversity involved in
classic fairy tales it focuses on the unusual phenomenon that the same tales
with only minor variations appear again and again in different cultures across
time and geographical space traditionally told as short stories for children
and for adults too these popular fairy tales will be sure to delight both young
and old beautifully illustrated these story books combine the best story
telling with the best art work in order that the two may be fully appreciated

The Way Through the Woods — One Hundred Classic Fairy
Tales
2020-04-13

the greatest fairy tales of all time the 100 tales collected here throw open
wide the gates to the realm of fairyland inside are princes and princesses
giants and dwarfs heroes heroines simpletons rogues wizards witches ogres
trolls elves magical artefacts and all manner of talking birds and beasts as g
k chesterton has observed fairyland is a place where happiness hangs upon a
single thread cinderella may have a dress woven on supernatural looms and
blazing with unearthly brilliance but she must be back when the clock strikes
twelve the king may invite fairies to the christening but he must invite all
the fairies or frightful results will follow bluebeard s wife may open all
doors but one a promise is broken to a cat and the whole world goes wrong a
promise is broken to a yellow dwarf and the whole world goes wrong this is also
a world of contradiction and disproportion where honesty may be a virtue but so



is the ability to tell the most outrageous lies conceivable here the prize for
treading on a cat s tail is a princess and the penalty for expressing gratitude
to a goblin is a lifelong curse in compiling this anthology we have tried to
include as many tale types as possible and as much of the varied landscape of
the fairy world deserts icefields enchanted forests underwater kingdoms as we
could fit in our principal sources are the great european collections of fairy
tales and folk tales as compiled by jacob and wilhelm grimm peter asbjørnsen
and jørgen moe hans christian andersen charles perrault joseph jacobs and
alexander afanasyev but there are tales from further afield as well from asia
africa and the middle east we have classified the tales thematically and spread
them evenly across ten chapters 1 the classic characters heroes heroines and
their foes 2 birds and beasts 3 little big 4 the ship of fools 5 quick minds
and sharp wits 6 the royal court 7 into the world journeys quests and
adventures 8 magic and witchcraft 9 extraordinary tales of extraordinary things
10 tales for winter we hope this structure will aid readers somewhat in their
explorations at the same time we concur with w h auden who writes the way to
read a fairy tale is to throw yourself in

A Fairy Tale Treasure Trove
2001

nine of the world s best loved fairy tales are retold the tales are sleeping
beauty aladdin the magic lamp rip van winkle cinderella hansel gretel jack the
beanstalk the pied piper of hamelin snow white the seven dwarves and goldilocks
the three bears

Fairy Tale Classics
2003

presents color illustrated retellings of seven classic fairy tales little red
riding hood the ugly duckling the princess and the pea the little red hen the
gingerbread boy the magic porridge pot and henny penny

Fairy Tales from the Pacific Islands
1969

herein are 19 folk and fairy tales gathered from around the world illustrated
and retold by katharine pyle you will find tales from ancient bohemia norse
france germany hindu american indian russia and more included are children s
classics like the three billy goats gruff dapplegrim and even a russian baba
yaga tale while some of the titles maybe less familiar you will find the tales
like princess rosetta and the crow peri are of superior quality and were the
favourites of victorian and edwardian children the stories in this volume are
long broad and sharpsight bohemia the dwarf with the golden beard slavonic the



great white bear and the trolls norse the story of the three billy goats gruff
norse the stones of plouvinec brittany the king of the buffaloes american
indian the jackal and the alligator hindu the baba yaga russia tamlane a story
from an old scotch ballad the farmer and the pixy english rabbit s eyes korea
mudjee monedo american indian dapplegrim norse the fish prince hindu the magic
rice kettle korean the crow peri persian the four wishes german why the animals
no longer fear sheep french creole princess rosetta french publisher s note we
have included a number of extra illustrations not done by katherine pyle in the
norse story of dapplegrim taken from an earlier version of the story we have
done this as the story retold by katharine pyle had no illustrations included
tags folklore fairytales myths legends childrens stories bedtime fables tales
fairy around the world long broad sharpsight bohemia dwarf golden beard
slavonic great white bear trolls norse three billy goats gruff stones plouvinec
brittany king buffaloes american indian native american jackal alligator hindu
baba yaga russia tamlane scots scotch ballad farmer pixy english rabbit s eyes
korea mudjee monedo dapplegrim fish prince magic rice kettle korea crow peri
persia four wishes germany animals fear creole princess rosetta katharine pyle

WONDER TALES FROM MANY LANDS - 19 children's stories
from around the world
2018-02-28

english fairy tales from flora annie steel

English Fairy Tales
2021-04-16

a collection of sixty nine well known fairy tales from around the world
translated and gathered by recognized contributors to the field of folklore

The World's Best Fairy Tales
1967

this magical books features scenes from twelve favorite fairy tales from
sleeping beauty and cinderella to aladdin and pinocchio with search and find
fun on every page provided by publisher

Where's the Princess?
2016-02-16

a diverse collection of essays artwork interviews and fiction on angela carter



Angela Carter and the Fairy Tale
2001

in this delightful collection of stories may wentworth newman invites readers
to journey to the magical world of gold lands where fairies dragons and
charming animals come to life full of whimsy and wonder these tales are perfect
for young readers and anyone who loves a good fairy tale this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Fairy Tales From Gold Lands
2023-07-18

once upon a time hundred s of years ago many many fairy tales were published
throughout germany and europe most notably by the brother s grimm whose stories
like snow white and cinderella are well known all over the world however many
lessor known authors also published fascinating stories during those times
sadly many of their stories have remained buried on book shelves amid the fog
of time for the first time ever nana riggs has brushed aside all cob webs and
brings to you a collection of new and unfamiliar stories to share with all
fairy tale lovers young and old all ten stories in this book have been deemed
charming clever interesting and highly entertaining by school teachers and
editors alike most of these stories if not all are tales with a moral to the
story reminiscent of our great grandmother s or great grandfather s fairy tales
folklore there are no stories inside this book that lead to grisly murders and
or the eating of little children suitable reading for middle grade readers
grades five through eight age ten to fourteen and of course grown ups who love
fairy tales nana s stories are her own renditions interpretations variations
and or adaptations from all authors listed william hauff 1786 1859 hans
christian andersen 1805 1875 richard van volkmann leander 1830 1889 charles
perrault 1703 1628 theodor storm 1817 1888 and many others be sure to look for
nana s other books coming soon in 2014 grandmother s fairy tales from europe
and fairy tale bedtime stories

Fairy Tales-Non Grimm Or Gruesome!
2014-01-13



issn 2397 9607 issue 406 in this 406th issue of the baba indaba s children s
stories series baba indaba narrates the fairy tale the mermaid and the boy this
is a sámi fairy tale from lapland collected by josef calasanz poestion and
published in lapplandische märchen 1886 andrew lang included an english
language version in the brown fairy book the story goes a king having been
married a year set out to settle disputes among some distant subjects his ship
caught in a storm was about to founder on the rocks when a mermaid appeared and
promised to save him if he in turn would promise to give her his firstborn
child as the sea become more and more threatening the king finally agreed on
his return to his kingdom he found his first son had been born and he told the
queen what he had promised they raised their son and when the youth was 16 the
king and queen decided to have him leave home so the mermaid would not be able
to find him when she came to collect on the promise the king and queen sent the
prince out into the world what happened next you ask well many things happened
some silly and some serious to find the answers to these questions and others
you may have you will have to download and read this story to find out buy any
of the baba indaba children s stories on google books or on google play 10 of
the profit from the sale of this book will be donated to charities includes
links to download 8 free stories each issue also has a where in the world look
it up section where young readers are challenged to look up a place on a map
somewhere in the world the place town or city is relevant to the story hint use
google maps baba indaba is a fictitious zulu storyteller who narrates children
s stories from around the world baba indaba translates as father of stories
tags baba indaba children s folklore fairy folk tales bedtime story legends
fables mermaid and the boy king ship storm queen promise give firstborn child
founder on rocks threatening agree collect on promise

THE MERMAID AND THE BOY - A Sami Fairy Tale
2018-10-05

originally published in 1958 this colorful reissue features 28 traditional
stories and fairy tales from around the world including puss in boots the frog
princess and more

The Golden Book of Fairy Tales
1999

relive the magic of classic fairy tales in this beautifully illustrated edition
for centuries fantastical stories of witches giants princesses talking animals
and magical kingdoms have been passed from generation to generation many of the
fairy tales we are most familiar with today have their roots in this oral
tradition of storytelling the world treasury of fairy tales and folklore is a
stunning collection of fairy tales organized by date of printing from tales of
the 16th 17th and 18th centuries little red riding hood fair goldilocks beauty
and the beast to familiar tales collected by the brothers grimm in the 19th



century the frog king hansel and gretel rapunzel snow white to some lesser
known tales and stories from outside europe this book showcases a broad range
of examples from this extraordinary genre tales are compiled and introduced by
leading academics in the field adding to a deeper understanding of beloved
stories this beautifully illustrated collection of fairy tales and folklore is
an essential addition to all family libraries

The World Treasury of Fairy Tales & Folklore
2016-09-01

bluebeard origins of the fairy tales from around the world contains seven
different versions of the story of bluebeard it includes an in depth
introduction to the fairy tale genre itself as well as the folkloric provenance
of the bluebeard story it encompasses folk tales such as la barbe bleue by
charles perrault fitcher s bird by the brothers grimm joseph jacob s mr fox the
indian legend of the brahman girl who married a tiger and the tale of prince
agib from arabian nights what is a fairy tale the origins of fairy tales from
around the world series helps to answer this question by showcasing the amazing
breath and diversity involved in classic fairy tales it focuses on the unusual
phenomenon that the same tales with only minor variations appear again and
again in different cultures across time and geographical space traditionally
told as short stories for children and for adults too these popular fairy tales
will be sure to delight both young and old beautifully illustrated these story
books combine the best story telling with the best art work in order that the
two may be fully appreciated

Bluebeard – And Other Mysterious Men with Even
Stranger Facial Hair (Origins of Fairy Tales from
Around the World)
2015-09-24

these variations of forty four traditional folktales of england were collected
throughout the world

More English Fairy Tales
1968

fairy tale a true story tells the tale of two little girls who set out to prove
the existence of fairies starring peter o toole as sir arthur conan doyle and
harvey keitel as harry houdini fairy tale a true story is sure to become a
family favorite



Fairy Tale
1997

contains more than 150 full length cinderella tales and over 200 summaries of
other variants from around the world

Cinderella Tales From Around the World
2012-11-28

this beautiful book brings together best loved folk tales from around the world
lavishly illustrated in full color by the award winning helena perez garcia
young readers can step into the world of fantastical lands and endless
adventure with this beautiful collection of fairy tales each page is brought to
life by vibrant illustrations featuring unforgettable and diverse characters
drawn from different fairy tale traditions tales include cinderella puss in
boots the princess and the pea little red riding hood the three bears snow
white thumbelina aladdin by turns funny touching and thrillingly exciting these
timeless tales are sure to spark a lifelong love of readers perfect for
children aged 4

A Treasury of Fairy Tales
2021-05-01

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of favorite fairy tales
by logan howard smith digicat publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as
ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Favorite Fairy Tales
2022-08-01

fairy tales from many lands is one of the all time children s classics between
1911 and 1938 it was reprinted on no less than 7 occasions a record for a
children s book like charles perrault the grimm bros and andrew lang before her
katherine pyle has collected 15 stories from around the world then edited and
illustrated them herein you will find the stories of the seven golden peahens
mishosha the magician of the lake haamdaanee and the wise gazelle the two
sisters the feather of the zhar bird the beautiful maria di legno the evil one
who married three sisters the faithful dog kempion buttercup the sun and the
moon how the elephant and the whale were tricked cherry diamonds and roses and
pearls and the three cows these are not the usual fare of fairy tales which was



why the book has been so successful here are tales from serbia the american
indians the spice island of zanzibar the hindus of india the cossacks the
romans norse italian turkish and more besides so sit back with a steamy
beverage and be prepared to be entertained for many an hour with this series of
forgotten children s stories if and when you come to pick up the book where you
left it don t be surprised if you find a younger reader is now engrossed in
these stories and is somewhat reluctant to let it go 10 of the net sale will be
donated to charities by the publisher keywords tags fairy tales folklore myths
legends children s stories childrens stories bygone era fairydom ethereal fairy
land classic stories children s bedtime stories happy place happiness seven
golden peahens mishosha magician lake haamdaanee wise gazelle two sisters
feather zhar bird beautiful maria di legno evil one marry three sisters
faithful dog kempion buttercup sun moon elephant whale trick cherry diamonds
roses pearls three cows serbia american indian native american spice islands
zanzibar hindu india cossack roman italian italy japanese scots scottish norse
viking turkish turkey creole english england french france irish ireland

Fairy Tales from Many Lands
1976

english fairy tales from flora annie steel english writer 1847 1929

FAIRY TALES FROM MANY LANDS - One of the most read
children's book of all time!
2018-09-08

young hans christian knew how life should be just like a fairy tale but while
he was growing up in odense denmark his life didn t seem much like a fairy tale
although everyone was telling him to stop daydreaming and find a job in a trade
he found fame writing fairy tales like the little mermaid princess on the pea
and the emperor s new clothes a fairy tale life tells the story of hands
christian andersen the world s best loved teller of tales

English Fairy Tales
2015-11-04

the big book of fairy tales holds true to the rule that sometimes the oldest
fairy tales are the best here is a collection of some of the finest stories
from around the globe including classics from arabian nights such as aladdin
and sinbad the sailor hans christian andersen s best work with the ugly ducking
little tin soldier and the little match girl as well as the archetypal tales
from charles perrault including blue beard beauty and the beast and puss in
boots other tales with less well known literary lineages such as dick
whittington and jack and the beanstalk are also encompassed for the reader s



enjoyment these stories in this big book of fairy tales are accompanied by a
set of dazzling illustrations from a true master of the golden age of
illustration charles robinson 1870 1937 an active painter in his own right and
brother of the famous thomas and william heath robinson his illustrations still
delight both young and old over a century later robinson started his
illustrative career with 100 pen and ink drawings for a child s garden of
verses 1895 the book was an instant hit and from that point onwards robinson
continued to illustrate fairy tales and children s books with his
characteristic style of subtle line combined with delicate watercolours pook
press celebrates the great golden age of illustration in children s literature
a period of unparalleled excellence in book illustration from the 1880s to the
1930s our collection showcases classic fairy tales children s stories and the
work of some of the most celebrated artists illustrators and authors

A Fairy-Tale Life
2012-01-01

The Big Book of Fairy Tales - Illustrated by Charles
Robinson
2018-01-24
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